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❖ Dramatic reductions in carbon emissions from transport are required to limit the increase in 
global temperatures to the 2 degrees targeted by the Paris Agreement.

❖ Part of the strategy to achieve this is to reduce transport emissions by switching to vehicles 
with zero harmful emissions at the tailpipe, and very low emissions on a “well-to-wheel” 
basis – such as battery electric or hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs).

❖ FCEVs run solely on hydrogen, which can be produced through various low carbon 
production methods, including electrolysis with renewable electricity and (in the future) 
reformation of methane with carbon capture and storage.

❖ Thousands of hydrogen cars are now in use worldwide, and in Europe numerous fleet users 
such as taxi and ride-sharing companies are putting them to use in high mileage applications 
– evidencing the readiness and suitability of the technology for commercial applications. 

❖ In parallel, the hydrogen refueling network in Europe is growing steadily, with 200 refueling
stations installed by the end of 20201.

References: 
[1] h2station.org

Hydrogen vehicles are increasingly being adopted 
worldwide to reduce transport emissions
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Background



❖ Several reports recently published by stakeholders across the hydrogen mobility sector 
consider the role that hydrogen can play in decarbonisation of road transport, identifying 
that while there is a need to continue the rollout of hydrogen passenger cars, especially in 
fleet applications such as taxis, as well as scaling up the deployment of hydrogen buses, 
there should also be a drive to accelerate investment and development of vehicles 
currently at earlier stages of development, such as:

▪ Delivery vans – Hydrogen vans would be ideal for fleet applications that are heavily 
regulated and require clean vehicles for city delivery 

▪ Trains – Hydrogen powertrains could be an economically feasible zero-emission 
option for lines that will not be electrified due to low levels of traffic

▪ Trucks – High hydrogen demand per vehicle compared to passenger cars, and could 
thus support a more economically-feasible roll-out of public refueling stations and 
hydrogen production

▪ Refuse collection vehicles – Similar advantages to trucks, with the additional benefit 
of back-to-basis operation. 

References:

Hydrogen Scaling Up, Hydrogen Council, 2017

Hydrogen, Enabling A Zero Emission Europe, Hydrogen Europe, 2018

Hydrogen Roadmap Europe, Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), 2019

The “vision” for hydrogen mobility in Europe is 
increasingly focused on fleet applications, 
including the development of heavy duty vehicles
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Vision for the role of hydrogen mobility



❖ Ongoing collaboration across regions and between industry and public sector stakeholders 
is instrumental in supporting the uptake of hydrogen in different transport applications.

❖ National and regional hydrogen mobility initiatives in Germany, France, UK, Netherlands, 
Scandinavia and other European countries are developing and implementing collaborative 
approaches to deployment.

❖ As part of these national hydrogen mobility initiatives, industrial stakeholders are working 
with policy makers and regulators to develop policies for zero emission mobility with 
corresponding mechanisms to encourage FCEV uptake.

❖ Initiatives at the European level include:

❖ Hydrogen Europe is the European Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Association. It currently 
represents more than 100 industry companies, more than 68 research organizations as 
well as 13 National Associations.

❖ The FCH JU (Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking) is a public private partnership 
supporting research, technological development and demonstration activities in fuel 
cell and hydrogen energy technologies in Europe. Its aim is to accelerate the market 
introduction of these technologies, realizing their potential as an instrument in 
achieving a carbon-lean energy system. 

Achieving this vision requires collaboration 
between stakeholders and investment in vehicles 
and infrastructure to facilitate uptake 
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Key European stakeholders and initiatives



❖ Hydrogen Mobility Europe (H2ME) is a flagship European project, deploying hundreds of 
fuel cell hydrogen cars and vans and the associated refueling infrastructure, across 8 
countries in Europe.

❖ It will create the first truly pan-European network, and the world’s largest network of 
hydrogen refueling stations.

❖ As part of the project, more than 1,200 vehicles and 49 hydrogen refueling stations will be 
deployed by 2022. 

❖ The project is being supported by the European Union through the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 
Joint Undertaking (FCH JU).  This support is matched by significant financial commitments 
from leading vehicle manufacturers and infrastructure developers.

❖ This report summarises the status of the hydrogen transport sector in Europe to date, 
including key examples of technology deployment and lessons learned as part of the 
H2ME project, and provides key strategic recommendations for development of the 
sector going forward. Economic analysis of emerging business cases is not covered here, 
but will be considered in a future iteration of the report.

H2ME is a major project acting across several 
European countries to support commercialisation
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Hydrogen Mobility Europe

Purpose of this report



H2ME initiative (2015 – 2022)
Project overview 

Fuel cell vehicles:

❖ 937 OEM* FCEVs 

❖ 525 fuel cell RE-EV vans 
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Hydrogen rollout areas:
❖ Scandinavia, Germany, France, UK, The Netherlands
Observer coalitions:
❖ Belgium, Luxembourg, and Italy
Industry observer partners:
❖ Audi, BMW,, Renault, Renault Trucks, OMV, Daimler, 

Intelligent Energy, Hydrogène de France, H2 Island, 
Stedin, Michelin, Air Liquide, Hyundai, Danish 
Hydrogen Fuel. 

New hydrogen refueling stations:
❖ 20 - 700bar HRS in Germany 

❖ 13 - 350bar and 700bar HRS  in France 

❖ 9 - 700bar HRS in Scandinavia

❖ 6 – 350bar and 700bar HRS in the UK 

❖ 1 - 700bar HRS in NL 

HRS: Hydrogen refueling Station 

FCEV: Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle 

RE-EV : Range-Extended Electric 
Vehicle 

Proposed HRS locations under H2ME-1
Proposed HRS locations under H2ME-2

*OEM refers to original equipment manufacturer
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Buses

c.100 fuel cell buses 
(Wrightbus and Van 
Hool) are currently 
operating in Europe

139 buses deployed 
across Europe as part 
of the JIVE project

>600 additional buses 
deployed across Europe 
as part of H2Bus Europe 
and other initiatives

JIVE 2 will deploy 152 buses 
across 14 European cities 
throughout France, Germany, 
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, the 
Netherlands and the UK 

Flixbus, Alexander Dennis 
and Van Hool are developing 
FC buses for European 
markets

Early commercial Mass market introductionDemo projects / development

Cars

100s of FCEV cars 
in Europe (mostly 
Toyota Mirai and 
Hyundai ix35) 

Hyundai Nexo
starts European 
deployment

2nd gen Toyota Mirai 
begins production of 
~30,000 stacks per year

Advancement in hydrogen mobility is coming 
with a new range of FC vehicle types and brands

Legend

Based on public announcements from vehicle manufacturers and deployment projects 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

BMW to start sales in 
2022 of the I Hydrogen 
Next

JLR announced it will 
develop a fuel cell electric 
Land Rover, prototype to 
be tested by end 2021  
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New models and brands will enable a wider range 
of customers to be reached, but target markets 
will depend on overall customer proposition

Vans

Low 100s
Symbio/Renault 
Kangoos
operating across 
Europe

Dual fuel 
ULEMCO vans in 
use in the UK

HV Systems H2Van 
deployment

Stellantis launch 
Vauxhall Vivaro-e, 
Peugeot Professional 
and Citroen Jumpy FC 
vans by end 2021

Numerous Chinese 
initiatives developing FC 
vans (e.g. SAIC)

Trains

Alstom Breeze 
trains to be 
deployed in 
the UK 

First Alstom Coradia
Polyvalent trains to be 
developed in France

c. 50 Breeze 
trains to be 
operating in 
the UK

2 Coradia iLint trains 
are carrying 
passengers in Lower 
Saxony, Germany

12 more iLint
trains will be 
deployed in 
Lower Saxony

Present calls for 
tender for 117 
zero emission 
trains in Germany 

28 iLints
deployed in 
Hesse, 
Germany

Early commercial Mass market introductionDemo projects / developmentLegend

Based on public announcements from vehicle manufacturers and deployment projects 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025



Trucks

1,600 Trucks to 
be deployed in 
Switzerland 

Hyundai 1600 Trucks 
project in begins 
deployment in 
Switzerland, 50 
currently on the road

Nikola Tre enters 
European 
production

ULEMCO dual 
fuel street 
sweepers 
deployed (UK)

Scania refuse truck 
deployed in Sweden, 
first Street Sweeper 
and RCV operational 
as part of FAUN 
project in Germany

Scania will deploy 4 fuel cell 
trucks for ASKO in Sweden

Deployment of fuel cell trucks has started in 
Europe with 50 operational in Switzerland, bringing 
significant hydrogen demand

The REVIVE project will test 
15 fuel cell refuse trucks in 8 
locations within Europe

15 heavy duty trucks (with new 
European OEMs) will be deployed 
as part of the H2Haul project

11Demo projects / developmentLegend

Based on public announcements from vehicle manufacturers and deployment projects 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Early commercial Mass market introduction

Hyzon opens dedicated 
FC trucks 
manufacturing facility 
in the Netherlands. 
Well over 100 orders 
received

MAN to deploy 
FC trucks with 
selected 
customers

IVECO , Volvo and 
Daimler to start 
mass production 
of FC trucks



❑ Hydrogen powered fuel cell vehicles currently have a 
high purchase premium compared to equivalent fossil 
fuel vehicles. 

❑ For example, retail prices for FCEVs purchased in 2017-
2018 (the Hyundai ix35 fuel cell, the Toyota Mirai, and 
the Honda Clarity) are around €40,000 – €50,000 more 
than equivalent gasoline or diesel vehicles (over double 
the price).  

❑ As outlined in forecasts such as those set out by the 
Hydrogen Council in their Scaling up report1, these 
premiums will reduce over time as production and sales 
volumes increase, and manufacturers identify ways to 
reduce the cost of production. This projection is 
confirmed by the launch price of the second generation 
of the Toyota Mirai costing €10,000 less than the first.  

❑ Hyundai have recently released the Nexo, which is a 
larger vehicle with more advanced features compared to 
the ix35; it has a retail price of  ~€79,000 (before 
incentives). 

❑ Future trends are explored on the next slide.

Fuel cell vehicles currently have a high purchase 
premium compared to fossil fuel vehicles
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1 Hydrogen Council, 2017. Hydrogen Scaling Up: A sustainable pathway for the global energy transition.
2 Only available in the US through a leasing contract with ~2500$ down payment and 399$/month.  In California, a 15,000$ hydrogen 
voucher goes with the car. 

Honda Clarity
Price: 

399$/month2

Hyundai Nexo:
Price: ~€79 000

Toyota Mirai
Price 1st gen: 

~€74 000
Price 2nd gen: 

~€64 000



Fuel cell costs are reducing significantly with 
increased production volumes, meaning that FCEVs 
could be competitive with hybrids by 2025

131 2018 – US Department of Energy et al. 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0968090X18300056
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US Department of Energy 2018 Fuel Cell Cost Curve1❑ A 2018 study by the US Department of 
Energy (see right) identified scenarios for fuel 
cell cost reductions with increased 
production volumes: once production 
reaches tens of thousands of units per year, 
costs should drop to a fraction of current 
levels due to economies of scale. The cost of 
fuel cells accounts for much of the premium 
of fuel cell vehicles, meaning that as fuel 
cells come down in price with increased 
production volumes, so will FCEVs. 

❑ This projected trend is confirmed by reality 
with the pricing of the newly released second 
generation of the Toyota Mirai. It is expected 
to be produced at volumes that are 
significantly higher relative to the first 
generation of this vehicle, leading to a 
purchase price reduction of €10,000 or 14% 
between the old and new generation of this 
vehicle. 

2018

2020

2025

❑ Similarly, for other vehicle types, large scale joint 
procurement projects such as H2Bus Europe (>600 buses) 
and Hyundai Hydrogen Mobility (1,600 trucks) will help 
manufacturers to achieve significantly lower vehicle costs 
(partly due to increased fuel cell production volumes, and 
the effect on cost per unit).

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0968090X18300056
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0968090X18300056
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❖ Hydrogen Europe’s Technology Roadmap sets a target of 
1,000 public hydrogen refueling stations (HRS) across 
Europe by 2025. 

❖ Significant acceleration in the deployment of new HRS 
over the next 4 years will be required to achieve this: as 
of the end of 2020, there were around 200 operational 
hydrogen refueling stations (HRS) in Europe, most of 
which are installed in Germany, France, the UK and 
Denmark. More than 60 stations are currently planned 
or under construction.

❖ While this represents the start of a pan-European 
refueling network, many of the existing stations 
currently only have the capacity to refuel relatively 
small numbers of light duty vehicles (i.e. cars and vans), 
with only a few stations having the capacity to serve 
fleets of taxis, buses or other high-demand vehicles.

❖ Significant further investment is required to provide a 
sufficient network of refueling stations to meet the 
growing needs of the hydrogen mobility market, 
especially when considering the potential adoption of 
hydrogen trucks.

The hydrogen refueling network in Europe is 
growing steadily, with 200 stations installed

15

Operational HRS in Europe (Jan 2021)

Source: h2station.org
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Whilst a range of different national mobility 
strategies are being tested, there is significant 
convergence between models

Several HRS development strategies have been tested in different regions

▪ Germany: National coverage with a focus on major cities - 91 HRS are in operation and 16  
are in different stages between planning and trial operation. FCEV deployments distributed 
across several cities in car clubs, ride pooling and company business leasing schemes.

▪ France : Local/regional clusters linked to H2 demand (captive fleet approach) - 34 HRS are in 
operation with an additional 38 planed, showing the strongest growth in Europe recently. 
FCEV deployment focussed in clusters and on utility and taxi fleet operations.

▪ UK: Regional (initially south-east) focus to build ‘H2 hubs’ - Focus on high mileage and high 
visibility FCEV deployments in private hire and emergency services.

▪ Nordic region: Creation of a network to allow long distance mobility across the region with 
first plausible system achieved in Denmark - Demand distributed across several cities and in 
local and national government agencies. A growing appetite for FCEVs in fleet applications has 
been identified.

▪ Poland: Bus deployment led HRS strategy - Focus on HRS network for bus deployment first, 
with target of 500 buses by 2025 and 2,000 by 2030.

▪ Spain: National coverage – 100-150 publicly accessible HRS by 2030 with focus on LDV, HDV 
and bus refuelling. 

▪ BeNeLux region: Hydrogen mobility strategies under development - Aim to enable national 
travel across the Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. FCEV deployment focussed in 
the Netherlands without defined end users.
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Vehicles Germany France UK Scandinavia BeNeLux EUROPE

Cars 750 180 200 300 300 1,700+

Vans 20 196 45 1 5 260+

Buses 24 17 20 10 15 80+

Trucks 1 -
2 refuse 

collection 
vehicles

4

3 refuse 
collection 

vehicles, 1 40t 
truck

12

Trains 2 - - - - 2

17

Hundreds of hydrogen vehicles have now been 
deployed in Europe, including cars, vans, buses 
and trucks

▪ Hype plans to replace its entire fleet of 700 taxis to FCEVs by the end of 2021, up to 10,000 by 2024. 

• Madrid (replace 1,000 taxis with FCEVs by 2026, starting in 2022) and Oslo (introduce 100 Toyota 
Mirais by end 2022) have announced plans to introduce FCEVs. 

▪ By the mid-2020s, hundreds of buses will be deployed across Europe, as part of projects funded by 
the FCH JU and various national initiatives. 

▪ Several refuse trucks are tested in 8 European cities as part of REVIVE, with a total target of 15.  

▪ Plans are underway for hydrogen trains to be deployed across Europe, e.g. Germany,                          
UK and France

Number of hydrogen vehicles operating in Europe (approx. in summer 2020)

Plans for further deployment of hydrogen vehicles
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Although significant progress has been made, 
the roll-out of vehicles and refueling stations in 
Europe has been slower than anticipated

19

❖ In comparison to the targets set by technology roadmaps developed at the European level, and by the 
regional hydrogen initiatives, the initial rollout of HRS and vehicles has been slower than anticipated. 
Nevertheless, the first networks of public HRS are beginning to emerge and are set to continue to 
grow. 

❖ In several countries, the creation of an initial public HRS network has involved providing a minimum 
level of regional or national coverage, to enable FCEVs to be a feasible powertrain choice for early 
users. The number of stations required to create these initial networks, and the relatively low 
numbers of vehicles currently using these networks, make for a challenging business case for HRS 
operators.

❖ In several countries, hydrogen industry stakeholders are collaborating to form innovative business 
models such as public-private partnerships and joint ventures, in order to reduce the overall risk to 
each company and demonstrate the commitment of the sector to the continued growth of the 
hydrogen refueling networks. 

❖ For commercialisation to be achieved, strategies for the regional development of hydrogen mobility 
will ultimately need to identify how to deploy and operate refueling networks that provide sufficient 
utility for customers, while also supporting a sustainable business case for HRS operators without  
long-term support from public funding. 

Current outlook on deployment progress



New approaches emerging at the national and 
regional level are driving the continued 
development of hydrogen mobility
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❖ In the absence of high volumes of FCEV passenger cars in Europe, the regional hydrogen mobility 
initiatives are increasingly focusing on:

• Co-location of vehicles and HRS (e.g. adoption of demand-led approaches when siting new 
stations via letters of intent) 

• Developing viable clusters of stations in key locations (e.g. Paris, London, Hamburg) where the 
redundancy and convenience of multiple stations increases the attractiveness of fuel cell 
vehicles to fleet operators

• Targeting of end users that require the specific operational advantages that hydrogen mobility 
can provide, where attractive business cases for hydrogen vehicles are now emerging (including 
taxis and heavy vehicles, particularly in countries with high taxes for fossil fuel vehicles)

• Deploying heavy vehicles (e.g. buses, refuse trucks) and high demand car applications (e.g. 
taxis) to help sustain the early network in advance of mass passenger car roll-out

❖ Some cities and HRS operators are also considering the potential benefits and requirements of dual-
purpose refueling stations, i.e. allowing cars to make use of refueling facilities for heavy vehicles such 
as buses and refuse trucks. This approach could offer business case advantages for HRS operators.

❖ Installing small, low-cost HRS in regions with larger existing stations, and/or on motorways between 
existing “clusters” could also be a cost-effective way to improve network coverage for passenger cars.

Emerging approaches to developing hydrogen mobility



❖ At current small scales of deployment, the 
business case for FCEVs and their 
supporting infrastructure is challenging. 

❖ Current cost premiums for FCEVs are 
prohibitively high (relative to 
petrol/diesel vehicles) for many end users 
in the absence of funding. 

❖ With limited hydrogen demand relative to 
the cost of installing and operating 
infrastructure, HRS operators struggle to 
make a business case for operation and 
are required to sell hydrogen at high prices 
to cover costs. 

❖ Both factors make industry investment in 
scale up activities difficult meaning that 
costs remain high and end users are faced 
with an infrastructure network which is 
sparse. 
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Barriers to commercialisation largely relate to 
the business case and the limited HRS network

0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

Annual Cost (Euros)

Petrol 
hybrid 

(current)

BEV 
(current)

PHEV 
(current)

FC vehicle 
(current)

ZEFER FC 
vehicle 

(current)

+82%

Fuel

Insurance Tyres

Maintenance

Annual car lease cost

€12/kg€0.14/kWh€1.29/L

45 000 km annual mileage, 4 year lease period

€1.29/L €12/kg

Source: ZEFER D4.7 Customer Value Proposition

Barriers to commercialisation

PHEV: Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle; 
BEV: battery electric vehicle; FC: fuel cell
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Key drivers for the adoption of hydrogen vehicles 
are air quality improvements and carbon 
emissions reductions 

23

❖ Policy at the European and member state level is targeting a shift towards zero emission vehicles in order to 
achieve the dramatic transport emissions reductions required to limit the impacts of climate change.

❖ Air quality is a major concern in many European cities, with high levels of transport-related air pollution (PM 
and NOx) being linked to serious health risks. Several cities are introducing “low emission zones” which restrict 
the type of vehicles which can operate in congested areas.

❖ Adoption of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (to replace petrol and diesel vehicles) helps to solve both of these 
problems by reducing CO2 emissions and improving air quality, since the only tailpipe emission from FCEVs is 
water vapour.

❖ Other zero emission vehicles, such as battery electric vehicles, can also help to achieve these objectives. 
However, unlike FCEVs, battery electric vehicles have significantly shorter ranges and longer refueling times than 
fossil fuel vehicles, and these differences can present challenges for some end users such as high mileage fleets 
with demanding or unpredictable operating hours.

Water is the only 
tailpipe emission 
from hydrogen-
powered FCEVs



For vehicles with a range above 300km, FCEVs 
have the lowest lifecycle emissions compared to 
BEV and diesel
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❖ When assessing emissions impacts, it is important to compare emissions over the entire vehicle lifetime, from 
production to end of life, to demonstrate the overall emissions savings that could be provided.

❖ A detailed life cycle analysis (LCA) for fuel cell vehicles and equivalent battery electric (BEV) and diesel models 
was conducted as part of a Fraunhofer Institute study commissioned by H2 MOBILITY Deutschland (see below). 
The total lifecycle emissions are comprised of emissions released during the following: vehicle manufacture and 
disposal, and fuel production (hydrogen, electricity, or petrol/diesel) .  

Vehicle lifecycle emissions depend on the fuel 
production method and the vehicle type
The graph indicates that for vehicles with range 
>300km, FCEVs have the lowest lifecycle emissions 
of all the pathways shown, if the hydrogen is 
produced from a low carbon source (e.g. 
electrolysis using wind power). In future, the 
carbon intensity of methane reformation could be 
reduced by using CCS. 
In this analysis, manufacturing emissions for FCEVs 
are higher than for diesel vehicles (partly due to 
low production volumes) but lower than for BEVs. 
The BEV battery was assumed to have a 90kWh 
capacity; this would provide a range >300km but is 
larger than many current BEVs (e.g. the Tesla 
model 3 has a 50-75kWh battery).  
For additional analysis on the effect grid carbon 
intensity and hydrogen sources on well-to-wheel 
emissions, please refer to Deliverable 4.19: Well 
to Wheels Report For H2ME Vehicles

Greenhouse gas emissions per km are based on lifecycle analysis of vehicles driving 
150,000 km during the period 2020-2030

Source: Treibhausgas-emissionen für batterie-und brennstoffzellenfahrzeuge mit
reichweiten über 300 km, Fraunhofer, 2019.

Lifecycle CO2 emissions comparison of FCEV, BEV and diesel vehicles with range >300 km 
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The characteristics of fuel cell vehicles can 
enable several demanding transport applications 
to decarbonise and move to zero emissions

Application Market segment rationale Examples of vehicles

Car fleets travelling long 
distances / with demanding 
operational hours

End users such as taxis and police first responders require 
the long range and rapid refueling capabilities of hydrogen 
vehicles, and often operate inside low emission zones.

Buses on heavy duty routes Fuel cell buses are the most suitable technology for long or 
hilly routes requiring zero emissions.

Trains on non-electrified 
branch lines

For lines where electrification of regional lines is not 
economically feasible, fuel cell powertrains offer a zero-
emission alternative to diesel; batteries do not have the 
energy density required to meet most duty cycles.

Longer-route vans 
operating in urban centres 
with air quality issues

Fuel cell or range extended vans can meet the needs of 
several van applications (including long delivery and service 
routes, and those with high additional electricity loads) 
where electric vans do not have sufficient range.

Trucks with high daily 
mileages

Hydrogen powertrains are likely to be more suitable for 
longer truck duty cycles than battery electric vehicles, due to 
the higher energy density, particularly in light of EU 
regulations which restrict the size and weight of trucks.

Hydrogen is also considered to be a promising option for decarbonisation of other transport 
segments, including shipping and other marine applications, and various demonstration projects 
are underway



Attractive business models for these applications 
are emerging, and hundreds of vehicles have 
already been deployed in various fleets
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❖ Hydrogen vehicles are now being used at scale by fleet operators in several of 
the applications mentioned above, including:

• Hype: >100 fuel cell taxis in Paris, with plans to replace its entire fleet 
of 700 taxis to FCEVs by the end of 2021 and announcements for 
deployment in two new cities by the end of 2021. 

• Green Tomato Cars: 50 fuel cell taxis in London

• CleverShuttle: 67 FCEVs in ride-sharing fleets in Germany; >5 million 
km covered

• Delivery & utility vans: DHL, La Poste, City Logistics, water & energy 
companies: >150 Kangoo ZE H2 vans in France

❖ Currently, specific market conditions (which apply in the cases above) make 
fuel cell vehicles particularly attractive for these applications:

• Fleets have high daily mileages and/or a need for fast refueling to 
enable flexible operations

• Strong regional incentives for zero emission vehicles make the purchase 
or lease price more attractive and/or increase the financial burden 
associated with operating fossil fuel vehicles

• Operational area aligns with locations of refueling infrastructure

❖ For reference, London has 5,000 REEV TX taxis. The necessity for an on-board 
petrol generator for extending the range of these taxis indicates that 
hydrogen might be operationally advantageous for high-mileage applications. 



Several European cities are enacting large scale 
roll-out of zero emissions taxis and buses

❑ London – target of 700 zero emission buses by end 2021, including 
20 FC buses of which roll-out has started with 3 in operation. 

❑ Paris - intention to have a ‘100% green’ bus fleet for 4 500 of its 
buses (currently a mixture of biogas and zero emission vehicles)

❑ Netherlands – all new buses will be zero emission by 2025. Two 
cities (Eindhoven and Helmond) have already switched to 100% zero 
emission fleets. 60 FC buses are on order, 20 of which have been 
delivered to Groningen at the start of June 2021. 

Buses – examples of zero emission commitments

2020 2032

From 2018, no more new 
diesel taxis licensed (all 
new licenses must be 

ZEC)

Date by which all taxis will 
be ZEC

2018

All vehicles registered for 
first time as private hire 
vehicles must be zero-

emissions capable

All new vehicles 
registered as private hire 

vehicles must be zero-
emissions capable

2023

London timeline for zero emission capable (ZEC) taxis and private hire vehicles

5,000 REEV taxis 
operational



❖ Many of the potential transport applications of hydrogen have high annual mileages. This means that fuel costs 
are a major factor in the total cost of operation. 

❖ Numerous studies have shown that the price of hydrogen could be competitive with current fuels when 
produced at sufficient scale1. However, at current levels of hydrogen demand (i.e. below 200 kg/day), the total 
cost per kg of hydrogen (including the cost of production, storage and/or distribution, and operating the 
refueling station) tends to be in excess of 10 €/kg. When hydrogen is sold at this price, the resulting fuel cost per 
km for FCEVs compared to diesel vehicles mean that FCEVs have a significant operating cost premium compared 
to diesel vehicles (see below).

❖ Successful initial deployments to date have been made possible through financial incentives/tax exemptions for 
zero emission vehicles, and/or restrictions placed on diesel vehicles such restricting access to city centres for 
polluting vehicles. However, restrictions alone do not remove the additional cost for end users, and while the 
cost of hydrogen is still high, this can present a significant barrier to adoption, especially in fleet use where fuel 
costs are a major factor. This presents a challenge for achieving the levels of demand required to enable 
suppliers to unlock hydrogen supply at lower costs per kg.

❖ Public sector funding to subsidise short-term hydrogen supply and joint ventures/partnerships between HRS 
operators and end users (to reduce risk to both parties) are both options which could help to achieve scale-up.
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At current levels of demand, the per kg cost of 
hydrogen at the dispenser can be a barrier; public 
funding could help to reduce the risks of scaling up

7 € 

38 € 

10 € 

80 € 

6 € 

48 € 

Taxis

Buses

Diesel (at 1.4 EUR/litre)

Hydrogen (at 6 EUR/kg)

Hydrogen (at 10 EUR/kg)

Comparison of fuel costs per 100 km for diesel and FCEV taxis and buses

1References: 1) IEA, 2019, The Future of Hydrogen: Seizing today’s opportunities. 2) Strategic Analysis for DoE, 2016. Hydrogen 
Production Pathways Cost Analysis (2013-2016).  3) Progressive Energy Ltd for Cadent, 2019. HyMotion: Network-supplied hydrogen 
unlocks low carbon transport opportunities.



Questionnaire respondents by end-user group
(source: Deliverable 5.9)❖ The questionnaires have been completed by a mix of by fleet 

operators, fleet drivers, and private drivers of cars and vans 
deployed in H2ME, reflecting the various use cases of the 
FCEVs deployed in the project. The same questionnaires 
have been completed by fleet operators and drivers under 
the ZEFER project, which focuses on deployment in fleet 
applications, and responses from these users have also been 
included in this analysis.

❖ The response rate reflects around 33% (of the ~600 cars and 
vans deployed as part of the H2ME and ZEFER projects to 
date). 

❖ Findings from this questionnaire are presented in the 
following pages, providing insights into several aspects of the 
customer value proposition:

❖ Customer characteristics and requirements

❖ Expectations and experiences of FCEVS

❖ Expectations and experiences of refueling

Questionnaires completed by customers in the 
H2ME project provide insights into attitudes 
towards hydrogen technology
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❖ The FCEV customers and end users in the H2ME project have completed questionnaires which captured their 
expectations, requirements and experiences of hydrogen mobility.  

❖ Questionnaires were completed both before using the vehicles and while using the vehicles, to enable 
comparisons of expectations with real-world experiences.



Analysis of H2ME customer questionnaires: 
Customer Groups

❖ 95% of questionnaire responses are from fleet drivers and operators, with only a few responses from private 
customers. This reflects the fact that, in recent years, several of the national hydrogen mobility initiatives 
have focused on deploying FCEVs in fleet applications, rather than with individual vehicle users. This also 
highlights a key difference compared to customers in HyFIVE (a previous European hydrogen mobility project 
in 2015-2018), in which a significant share of the customers using the vehicles (39% of questionnaire 
respondents) identified as “private customers”.

❖ Cars and vans have been deployed in a diverse range of applications, with a mixture of public and private 
organisations. Based on driver responses (including vehicles deployed in the ZEFER project), the largest 
markets are currently taxi and ride-sharing applications. Fleet driver responses from Hype, CleverShuttle
and Green Tomato Cars account for the majority of this data.

❖ Overall, more than a third of fleet operators expected each FCEV to be driven over 100km per day. For 
comparison, in the HyFIVE project, only 14% of respondents reported daily distances of over 100 km per day. 
The greater share of fleet deployments in recent years, and the fact that fleet applications tend to have higher 
mileages than private customer use, means that the average mileage per vehicle (and hence the overall 
emissions reductions) are increasing for FCEVs.

❖ The majority of fleet customers use their vehicles mainly on urban and country roads (with very few 
customers operating mainly on motorways)

❖ 62% of fleet operators stated that reducing the CO2 emissions of their operations was their main motivating 
factor in purchasing alternative power train vehicles (including FCEVs).

30Questionnaire responses as of March 2019
Hydrogen Mobility Europe, 2019, Deliverable 6.4 - Status and Advancements in the Customer Value Proposition
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Experiences with FCEVs have been broadly 
positive amongst fleet operators, with mixed 
views on HRS 

Fleet operator experiences

❖ While fleet operators identified areas for 
improvement with FCEVs, the majority of 
operators said that their overall experience 
was positive.  Only 12% of operators 
considered their experience to be negative to 
some degree.  

❖ Operator experiences of HRS were more 
mixed; individual experiences varied from 
very negative to very positive, with half of 
responses saying that the overall experience 
had been neither positive nor negative.  

❖ The less positive experiences of HRS 
compared to FCEVs reflects the feeling among 
FCEV users that the current number of HRS is 
insufficient, and, to a lesser extent, that 
improvements to reliability are needed.  

❖ Operators in the different countries seem to 
have a similar profile of experiences of FCEVs 
and HRS.  
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❖ The majority of fleet drivers, despite 
identifying several areas for improvement, 
felt that they had a largely positive 
experience with both FCEVs and HRSs. 

❖ Similarly to fleet operators, fleet drivers 
rated their experience of vehicles more 
highly than that with HRS. Again, 
improvements in the number of HRS and 
the reliability of technology were cited as 
key areas for improvement. 

❖ Of all the countries surveyed, French 
drivers had the most positive outlook, 
with the majority of drivers reporting their 
experiences as either slightly positive or 
very positive. This could be due to the 
large share of Hype taxi drivers in the data, 
as well as the approach to HRS deployment 
in France (which includes basing siting 
choices on fleet demand locations).  
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Experiences with FCEVs and the associated 
infrastructure have been broadly positive 
amongst fleet drivers  

Fleet driver experiences
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FCEV manufacturers should emphasise fast 
refuelling time as well as the full range of 
operational flexibility  benefits

❖ Drivers found FCEV range to be slightly lower 
than anticipated. 

❖ Given that FCEV and BEVs have more similar 
ranges compared to 5 years ago (due to 
advancement in electric vehicle development), 
this suggests that there is need for vehicle 
manufacturers to emphasise the full range of 
operational flexibility benefits (including fast 
refueling time) rather than only the range 
advantage. In addition, range for future FCEVs 
should be closer to petrol/diesel vehicles. 

❖ For reference, the mean distance driven between 
refuels for the STEP taxi fleet was 177km, while 
the official range capability of the Toyota Mirai
taxi is 480km. 

33Questionnaire responses as of March 2019
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Fleet driver experiences



Though fleet operators desire more refueling
infrastructure, improvements in the reliability of 
stations over time has been observed

❖ Although the majority of fleet customers use their 
vehicles mainly on urban and country roads (with 
very few customers operating mainly on 
motorways), to enable further adoption most 
fleet operators require more refueling
infrastructure on major roads, as well as in their 
local area. 

❖ HRS reliability was also identified as an area 
requiring improvement for further fleet uptake. 
However, many fleet operators noticed 
improvements in the reliability of stations over 
time, as well as in the number of stations. This 
included fleet operators in several countries. 
Station operators could consider the option of 
delaying opening stations until after the initial 
“teething period” experienced by many stations 
(see pages 42-43).

34Questionnaire responses as of March 2019
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H2ME has explored possible advancements and 
best practices for a range of hydrogen refueling
aspects

❖ Ensuring that customers’ experiences match, if not exceed, that of the incumbent technology is important for 
the success of new technologies. Despite significant improvements across a number of areas in HRS networks 
and hydrogen fuel retailing, various challenges still remain before the convenience of petrol/diesel refueling is 
matched from the customer perspective.

❖ Throughout the H2ME projects, commercial issues relating to Hydrogen refueling Stations (HRS) and the sale 
of hydrogen as a fuel have been explored via workshop discussions and bilateral interviews with vehicle 
manufacturers and refueling stations. 

❖ The H2ME partners have focused mainly on the following topics, several which were identified under the 
HyFIVE project as priorities to be addressed in the short term:

❖ Evolution of national network development strategies;

❖ Permitting processes: reducing the time required for HRS installation;

❖ Availability: station back-up solutions and provision of reliable network;

❖ Provision of real-time availability updates to vehicle users;

❖ State of charge (i.e. the ability of stations to fully refuel vehicles to design capacity).

The following slides provide an overview of the latest status on the issues above, and a high level 
summary of the progress that has been made in recent years. 
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❖ The national mobility coalitions have adopted different strategies for HRS network development to initiate 
early adoption of hydrogen cars (UK and Scandinavia shown above, and Germany and France on the next 
slide). Other countries (e.g. the Netherlands & Ireland) are also starting to develop their own strategies.

❖ However, in recent years, there has been increased interest from end user groups that require the specific 
operational advantages that hydrogen mobility can provide, resulting in a high level of FCEV uptake in fleets 
such as taxis and car sharing schemes, compared to private user uptake. 

▪ This has implications for the nature of the infrastructure network provision in different regions; 
fleets tend to have higher daily hydrogen demand compared to private customers, and depend 
on using the refueling network on a daily basis to fulfil their business operations. 

Region Strategy overview Recent developments

UK • Initial deployment focusing on achieving 
good station coverage around London and 
other urban clusters

• No explicit linking of HRS locations and 
vehicle demand

• Mix of passenger cars, vans and buses 

• Initial focus on local clusters with minimal long 
distance HRS to ensure a viable network for early 
customers.

• UKH2Mobility developing a proposal for 
Government for the next phase, including shift 
towards heavy duty “cluster” applications

Scandinavia • HRS network to allow long distance 
mobility across Scandinavia 

• Continued investment in HRS deployment 
in advance of significant vehicle numbers

• Mix of passenger cars, vans and buses 

• Initial “network coverage” already achieved in 
Denmark, with the rest of Scandinavia looking to 
follow. 

• Large scale deployment of hydrogen buses 
coming over the next 5 years.

The UK strategy focuses on the development of local clusters 
with the Scandinavian strategy placing more emphasis on 
regional cover 
Evolution of network development strategies (1/2)

Hydrogen Mobility Strategies: UK and Scandinavia
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Germany’s initial focus on network coverage is moving 
towards demand driven HRS placement, whilst France 
continues its captive fleet approach
Evolution of network development strategies (2/2)

Region Strategy overview Recent developments

Germany • 100 ‘unconditional’ stations to be deployed 
independently of FCEV roll-out

• Strong focus on achieving national 
coverage as well as networks in major cities

• Increasing linkage of HRS and vehicle 
demand

• Move towards ‘demand driven’ HRS placement 
• Strong focus on market activation (bringing 

FCEVs to Germany) and customer needs.
• Efforts to diversify vehicle types 
• Upgrading of existing stations to be 350 bar 

compatible (ca. 30 HRS)

France • Captive Fleet approach: letters of intent 
from end users received prior to HRS 
investment decisions

• Cluster/region-based approach in early 
years

• Early focus was on applications for range 
extended vehicles (low hydrogen demand)

• Gov. published a national hydrogen strategy in 
2018, including targets for light duty and heavy 
duty applications as well as for HRS

• Vehicle types: taxis, buses, trains, trucks, ships

❖ Despite different initial strategies in Europe, the following trends are beginning to emerge in several countries:
▪ Co-location of vehicles and HRS (e.g. adoption of demand-led approach) when siting new stations;
▪ Developing clusters of stations in key locations (e.g. Paris, London, Hamburg) where the 

redundancy and convenience of multiple stations increases the attractiveness of fuel cell vehicles 
to fleet operators;

▪ Interest in heavy duty vehicle fleets and high demand applications (e.g. taxis) to help sustain the 
business case for the early hydrogen supply & distribution network, which in turn will support the 
development of infrastructure needed for mass passenger car roll-out. 

▪ Some countries are also investigating the viability of mixed-vehicle stations.

Hydrogen Mobility Strategies: Germany and France
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Close engagement with planning authorities can 
reduce times for HRS permitting 
HRS permitting & installation processes (1/3)

Siting and permitting

❖ While progress has been made, challenges associates with siting and permitting can lead to significant 
delays for new HRS deployment, particularly when the planning authorities do not have prior experience 
of the technology (permitting can take several months).

❖ Addressing this issue will help alleviate the most commonly cited barrier to adoption of FCEVs: the low 
number of available refuelling stations. 

❖ Significant variability exists between regions and countries, ranging from a week to 24 months for approval 
being granted. Countries where regulations relating to permitting exist at the national level have been 
able to reduce approval times to a much greater extent than those with regulation and processes that 
differ at the regional level. 

❖ In several countries, HRS suppliers and HRS operators take an active role in supporting local authorities 
and other stakeholders, both in the permitting process and in the development and application of relevant 
codes and standards for permitting and installation.

❖ Based on experiences of different permitting processes for HRS in Europe, the ideal governance models for 
short planning approval timescales appear to be those that enable local authorities to make decisions 
based on precedents established in other local authorities. This allows experience gained through HRS 
installation to be applied to future proposed installations. Such a system exists in Denmark, where station 
permitting times have now fallen from around six months (in HyTEC) in 2012 to four days in 2016 (H2ME), 
partly as a result of the ability to apply learnings between different municipalities. 
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Key lessons have been learnt throughout this 
project regarding HRS siting
HRS permitting & installation processes (2/3)

Best practices for HRS siting

❖ Lessons have been learnt regarding HRS siting throughout this project and best practices have been 
identified through the experience of installing stations in different countries in Europe:

❖ Engage with planning and safety authorities as early as possible, providing information about the 
technology and relevant examples of similar existing installations.

❖ Engage with vehicle deployment stakeholder to determine preferred site locations and ensure 
accessibility is considered. 

❖ In cases with some flexibility for new station sites, pursue planning permission for several site 
options in parallel to maximise chances of at least one site being approved. 

❖ For forecourt-integrated HRS, work closely with conventional fuel providers throughout the planning 
and installation process, and develop shared processes which can be replicated for future stations.

❖ Future-proof HRS during the initial site assessment, to reduce the time needed to increase capacity 
at future dates if required. 

❖ Prepare detailed safety and educational information to provide to permitting bodies in advance. 
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Harmonisation of HRS installation and 
commissioning processes is ongoing
HRS permitting & installation processes (3/3)

Refueling infrastructure development

❖ Codes and standards for hydrogen refueling station design and operation exist for 700 bar refueling 
facilities, and these are continually being discussed and developed by industry stakeholders. However, 
there is as yet no close European commonality in the processes and standards involved in the installation 
process.

❖ At the regional level, progress is being made on harmonizing different aspects of installation, reflecting the 
different priorities for the various regional networks:

❖ Germany has over 70 public HRS, from a range of different suppliers, with more than 25 additional 
stations in planning or due to open soon. To ensure that new refueling stations adhere to the latest 
operational standards, ZSW (a neutral energy research organization) is establishing a testing 
procedure that will become part of station commissioning process. The H2ME partners are working 
towards the inclusion of this type of testing procedure in the ISO HRS standards.

❖ ITM Power and Shell have collaborated to deploy the first forecourt integrated refueling stations in 
the UK. Through this partnership, they collaborated with other HRS providers to develop HRS 
guidance for the APEA Blue Book, the established industry technical guidance for filling stations. This 
paves the way for future construction and operation of forecourt integrated hydrogen refueling in 
the UK. ITM Power now has several forecourt-integrated stations.

❖ The majority of existing regulations and permitting requirements around hydrogen production and storage 
relate to its use in large-scale industrial applications, and there is a need to adapt and simplify such 
regulations and create guidelines that are specific (and appropriate) to the installation of HRS for 
transport applications. This is particularly true for higher-capacity HRS, which will be needed to serve 
higher future levels of demand. 
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HRS availability is improving as best practice 
continues to emerge

❖ In the HyFIVE project (2015-2018) and in the early stages of the H2ME projects, vehicle 
manufacturers and end users identified improvements in station availability (i.e. the % 
of time in which the station can be used by customers) as the highest priority for 
improvement of HRS, critical to the commercialisation of the technology as a whole. High 
availability is particularly important in early stages of infrastructure roll-out, when users 
typically rely on one or two stations in their local area for refueling.

❖ Availability figures are rising as utilisation increases; the average availability for HRS 
monitored in this project is currently 96.5% (Q1 2021). 

❖ Stations still tend to require more maintenance during the first few months of operation, 
leading to lower availability during this time. 

❖ The following “best practices” for HRS operators have resulted in improved availability:

▪ Rigorous testing of stations onsite and off-site.
▪ Maintenance procedures and contracts (including approach to availability targets);
▪ Providing 24/7 assistance via customer helplines;
▪ Increased monitoring and remote maintenance;
▪ Provision of maintenance staff at the site or nearby.

❖ In addition, the supply chain is maturing as a result of significant scale-up in recent years, 
and further development of codes and standards for stations and components is 
ongoing. These developments are anticipated to improve component lifetimes and 
reduce timescales for station repairs. 

Refueling infrastructure development: Availability

http://www.vatgas.se/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/sandviken.png
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Standardising access requirements and 
payment methods across HRS will improve the 
customer experience

❖ Once HRS networks  are sufficiently developed, one of the  advantages of hydrogen vehicles over other  
zero-emission technologies will be the ability to easily carry out long-distance journeys. As such, HRS 
networks should  aim to  deliver a customer  refueling experience that is comparable (or  improves on)  the 
petrol  and diesel experience.

❖ Access and billing are important  aspects of this. The long-term  objective is to give customers the ability to 
refuel and pay at any given station without having had prior  engagement with the  station operator.  This 
would also entail a universal and widely used payment system (e.g. credit and debit  card payment,  PayPal 
etc.) at all stations across Europe, to bring interoperability in preparation  for mass-market  rollout.

❖ However,  there are several issues to be overcome  to achieve this, and to  improve  interoperability in the 
near  term:

• Registration is currently required to ensure compatibility between vehicles and HRS. The need for 
registration could be removed by demanding HRS can refuel all vehicle types, or by clearly 
advertising which vehicle types they can refuel. 

• HRS registration and access requirements are not always clear, especially for FCEV users seeking to 
travel across several different European countries. A central information point (e.g. H2-map.eu) 
should provide information on registration and payment processes for public HRS. 

• Access requirements and payment processes currently vary between different HRS operators and 
countries. Single payment and access system should be targeted within countries, with a universal 
system in Europe being the long-term goal. 

Overview of HRS access & billing issues
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❖ Relative to the existing petrol/diesel station network, Europe’s HRS network will remain relatively 
sparse in the coming years. Providing reliable information on the real-time availability of HRS will 
therefore be critical to increase confidence and avoid the inconvenience of users travelling to an HRS 
to find that it is not open, and to allow users to plan their routes.

❖ Feedback from early customers suggests that customers are more accepting of station downtime (and 
the technology overall) if they are informed of this in advance, and are provided with an expected 
date and time for station re-opening. 

❖ Direct communication methods such as WhatsApp and email have worked well as a means of 
informing users of station downtime in places with less developed networks. These methods are 
however not sustainable longer term as the sector moves towards mass commercialisation.
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Provision of live availability information is 
improving rapidly

Source: Spilett (2017) ‘Presentation on project process and results, FCH 2 JU 
Programme Review Days 2017- Concept for a common European HRS 
availability system’ [PowerPoint presentation] Available at: 
http://www.fch.europa.eu/sites/default/files/S4_P1_Pres5_HOELZINGER_
HRS%20AS%20%28ID%202910303%29.pdf (Accessed 24 May 2018)

Refueling infrastructure development: live availability data

❖ There is an increasing focus on the development of 
more automated, instant, and integrated 
methodologies that can be used by a large user 
base e.g. the development of live availability apps 
including “H2.LIVE” which covers stations in 
Germany and across Europe, “FillnDrive” in France, 
“H2 Station Finder” from Air Liquide in France, 
“MySymbioRech2rge” from Symbio covering 
Normandy, and an FCH JU-funded map (h2-map.eu) 
which shows live availability data from all 
participating stations. 

http://www.fch.europa.eu/sites/default/files/S4_P1_Pres5_HOELZINGER_HRS%20AS%20(ID%202910303).pdf
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❖ A major selling point of FCEVs is their ability to provide long distance zero-emission driving. When 
state of charge (SOC) at the end of refueling is significantly less than 100%, users that are dependent 
on full refuels are left unable to use their vehicle as they desire, as the maximum range of their 
vehicle is reduced. This is particularly relevant in the early stages of HRS network development 
when alternative options for refueling are limited, and options for refueling between two locations 
may be absent. 

❖ The H2ME partners have identified the following issues and actions:

• If multiple vehicles are refuelled in a short space of time, at stations with low refueling
capacities (either in terms of daily or hourly capacity to dispense hydrogen) there may be a 
trade-off between availability and full SOC, which can result in refueling being cut off before a 
vehicle is fully refuelled.

• Communicative vs non-communicative refueling: non-communicative refueling generally 
restricts SOC to 80-90% as target pressures are used to determine a ‘complete’ fill. Some 
dispenser manufacturers have safety restrictions which significantly lower SOCs during non-
communicative refueling, in case a vehicle’s compressed hydrogen storage system (CHSS) is not 
adequately rated.

• Project partners are exploring options to improve the ability of stations installed with older 
protocols, where SOC issues are more prevalent, to achieve higher SOCs.

• Project partners are working collaboratively to establish testing of stations by individual 
vehicles where their location is tracked (with customer consent) in order to create a database 
of causes of refueling events where SOC is below 95%.
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The ability of stations to fully refuel vehicles will 
be critical for wider adoption

Refueling infrastructure development: State of Charge 
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❖ End-user markets for light fuel cell vehicles are maturing

• 100s of FC taxis have been adopted across Europe (Paris, London, Munich, Copenhagen, The Hague)

• 100s of vans have been deployed in a range of high-mileage applications. 

• As a result, viable business cases for light vehicle refueling stations are emerging, some of which 
involve partnerships and joint ventures between refueling station partners and vehicle operators.

• Deployments of vehicles are sufficient to provide a baseload of hydrogen demand to stations, 
allowing station operators to continue to expand the network in preparation for increasing numbers 
of passenger cars.

❖ Recent developments indicate a shift in focus to more deployment of heavy duty transport modes

• As well as targeting high-demand light vehicle fleet applications, several national hydrogen mobility 
strategies are looking to target heavy transport modes such as buses, trucks and trains. 

• Alstom will deploy 10s of hydrogen trains in France, Germany and the UK from 2021.

• Hyundai will supply 1,600 fuel cell trucks in Switzerland by 2025. 

• Higher levels of localised demand from heavy fleets could ultimately unlock better business cases for 
hydrogen production, distribution and dispensing which could unlock further potential for light 
vehicle applications.
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Conclusions: Demand for FCEVs is growing, driven by 
increasingly ambitious emissions targets and policy at 
European, national and local scale  



❖ A minimum of two HRS per “cluster” is required to establish demand from light fleet applications

• The deployment of new HRS and FCEVs has been slower than envisaged by national strategies; HRS 
permitting delays and delays to supply of vehicles are two major factors. 

• The low number of HRS remains a barrier to adoption in many cities across Europe; having a single 
HRS in an area can prove to be insufficient for FCEV users especially if HRS are not available at all 
times.

❖ Cost and availability of suitable vehicles is key to FCEV adoption in European markets

• There is a need for more model choice for potential FCEV users: in particular small, to medium vans & 
heavy duty vehicles.  

• Economies of scale and technology learning curves could enable vehicles and hydrogen to be cost-
competitive with counterfactuals; this is starting to be achieved in specific cases (see next slide). 

❖ The cost of hydrogen at low volumes could be a barrier to adoption for further fleet applications

• If the cost per km as seen by the end user is comparable to fossil fuel equivalent, the cost of 
hydrogen does not present a barrier to adoption. However, at low levels of demand (<200kg/day) the 
cost of producing and supplying hydrogen at an HRS can be high; if this is passed on to end users, this 
leads to a significant fuel cost premium compared to fossil fuels. In addition, the “per kg” costs of 
maintenance for HRS to achieve high availability are significant at low levels of demand. 

❖ There can be a high level of risk associated with business case for HRS operation and hydrogen supply

• Uncertainty around long-term demand for hydrogen creates risk for investors.

• Uncertainty around the timings of centralised large-scale hydrogen production (e.g. for heat and 
industrial applications) also create risk for short-term hydrogen production routes.
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Conclusions: To achieve further scale-up, effective 
short term solutions are needed to ensure that prices 
for hydrogen and vehicles are sufficiently low



❖ Several ambitious deployment initiatives have been achieved (or are planned) through joint ventures 
and partnerships, for example:

• HySetCo (taxis and HRS in Paris)

• Hyundai Hydrogen Mobility (1,600 fuel cell trucks and HRS)

• H2 MOBILITY Deutschland (HRS in Germany)

• Zero emission valley in Auverge-Rhône-Alpes in France (FCEV cars and HRS)

• FRV (replace 1,000 taxis with FCEVs by 2026 in Madrid, starting in 2022)

• Everfuel/Cabonline (introduce 100 Toyota Mirais to Oslo by end 2022)

❖ Such partnerships can help to unlock benefits of scale for FCEV and/or HRS business cases 

• Regional demand aggregation across several companies can enable lower vehicle prices.

• Coordinated clusters of demand enable economies of scale in hydrogen production and distribution.

• Risks to HRS operators are reduced e.g. via demand commitment from end users, enabling them to 
make hydrogen available at a lower price over a given period of time. 

• Vehicle operators have a greater level of input to HRS operation and network growth. 

❖ Public funding is still required to support the scale-up of demand

• Successful partnerships have received financial incentives for zero emission vehicles, as well as 
restrictions placed on diesel vehicles such restricting access to city centres for polluting vehicles. 

• Public-private sector partnerships and public sector grants can also help to reduce risks for private 
sector stakeholders and make investment more attractive.
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Conclusions: Emerging applications indicate that 
business cases can be improved by combining public 
sector support with partnerships and joint ventures



❖ HRS deployment times are still subject to delays at the permitting stage

• In several countries, there is a lack of knowledge transfer around hydrogen between different 
planning authorities (despite concerted efforts by HRS operators to engage with the relevant 
authorities in advance), which can lead to unexpected delays in decision-making.

• Governance models that enable local authorities to make decisions based on precedents established 
in other local authorities seem to be more conducive to short permitting timescales.

• As hydrogen mobility applications scale up, regulations around transport and storage of large 
volumes of hydrogen will be needed that are specific and appropriate to the transport sector.

❖ Restrictions for FCEVs in underground parking, tunnels need to be addressed before mass-market 
adoption

• FCEV users are starting to encounter restrictions, which in many cases are due to a lack of 
appropriate guidance at the national level. 

• The safety case for hydrogen needs to be proven in the relevant regulatory context and legislation 
and guidance should be clarified to ensure that these restrictions can be minimised.

• Safety perception issues around hydrogen remain in the general public. There is a need for increased 
awareness of the technology, and clear communication from the sector regarding the safety case.
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Conclusions: Continued efforts are needed to address 
regulatory barriers, particularly around planning and 
permitting for refueling stations



❖ National & regional hydrogen mobility initiatives: 

• Identify potential short-term regional demand for different vehicle types and assess different options 
for applying hydrogen mobility at a local scale by comparing costs, specifications and demand for 
different mobility applications.

• Identify the specific local factors required to unlock the levels of demand required for high-capacity, 
high availability HRS to be deployed and utilised. 

• Co-ordinate procurement of light vehicles (between multiple businesses in a region, or between 
regions) to signal demand to OEMs (which are often making allocation decisions between Europe, 
Asia and North America based on expected sales). 

• In the case of heavy vehicles, joint procurement exercises (e.g. in the scale of 100s of buses or HGVs 
in a region) could be sufficient to instigate vehicle supply to a new market.

• Work with national authorities to put in place clear guidance for permitting processes, based on 
experiences of existing HRS in the region. 

❖ National & local authorities:

• Expand restrictions on fossil fuels to stimulate the widespread deployment of fuel cell vehicles.

• Alongside this, there is a need for national level policy that provides HRS operators with the certainty 
required to make low cost, low carbon hydrogen available.

❖ European hydrogen industry:

• Continue to work to identify and address remaining safety case requirements.

• Continue to work to raise public awareness of the technology.
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Recommendations: Commitments relating to policy 
and hydrogen demand will be key to unlock the 
benefits of low cost hydrogen at scale
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